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Abelian G-Hilbert Schemes ,-ttVla Gr6' 6 fier bases
                               Yuhi
  The G-Hilbert scheme l'{ilbG is defined by Ito-NalÅqamura. It is the irreducible
component of G-fixed points of Hilbert scheme of 1Gl points on C" dominating C"/G
via Hilbert-Chow morphism.
  A C-Hilbert scheine can be computed by using Gr6bner bases.
  . Fix a point p of T = (()')n.
  . S : the coordinate ring of C"
  . I, (CJ •p,) C S : an ideal defining C-orbit G•p c C"
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Let G be a finite abelian subgroup of GL(n,C).
Then t,he following holds.
  . Hi!bG is covered with afine open sets defined by reduced Gr6bner bases
    oH(G • p).
  . The normalization of HilbG is a toric variet,y de. t,ermined by the Gr6bner
    fan of J(G•p).
  Notice HilbG is not necessarÅrr i'ic)ri't'tal, Craw-Maclagan-Thomas show that HilbG
is not normal for a subgroup G [-Y (Z/5Z)4 of GL(6,C).
  For a finite small cyclic subgroup G c aLÅq'.'.), C), HilbC is t,he minimaJ resolution
of C21C. Hence
Corollary (Ito) For a finite small cyclic subgroup G of GL(2, C), t,he toric va-
riety determined by t•he Gr6bner fan of an ideal I(G'-p) is the minimal resolution
of C2/G.
  Gr6bner bases can be computed by a computer, so w• e can examine properties of
HilbC, for example s. ingularity, normality and the number of torus-fixed point,s and
so on.
  . G= (( g E2 to03 ) s4 == 1) a fi nite cyclic subgroup of GL(3, C)
  . Take pE (C ')3 = (1, 1, 1).
Then
             l(G •p) = Åqx4 - 1, y- ,T2,z -x:SÅr.
  The number of all reduced Gr6bner bases of I(G•p) is .geven. So HilbG is covered
with seven aMne open sets, For example the following is the reduced Gr6bner basis
of I(G•p) with respect to weight vector (1,1,1);
         g7 = {x2 - y, y2 - 1, z2 - y, xy - z, yz - x, xk'v - 1}.
The affme open set associated to 97 is
      specc [\/2 ,y2, t' , ry.Y, gt- ,xz] = specc [}'2, }2 , ii'YY, lt]
                             ;-! Spec C[X, Y, Z, W]/(XVY - YZ),
Therefbre HilbG is singular.
  Moreover in t,his case HilbG is normal, so the, toric variet,y determined by Gr6bner
t-an oH(G•p) is HilbC, Let N = Z3+Zt(1,2,3). We cons}der Gr6bner fan in NXR.
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  This is t,he cross sect,ion of Gr6bner fan of' I(C-p) and corresponding toric variety
is HilbG.
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